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1 in 5 healthcare providers

have overhauled their patient collections
strategy due to COVID-19 impact.

Survey: COVID-19 profoundly affecting patient collections and financial
assistance programs," Healthcare Financial Management Association,
October 2020

Improve Patient Financial Advocacy
Now & into the Future
By Executive VP of Patient Responsibility Ed Beitle and
Associate VP of Patient Pay Operations Brooke Colegrove
Introduction

88% of healthcare

professionals say COVID-19
has impacted their approach to
patient collections

The COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted everyday life in innumerable ways,
including the delicate dynamic between patients and their care providers.
The ongoing public health crisis has exacerbated the growing struggles
patients already have been facing when required to pay out of pocket for their
healthcare. The impact on patients and providers was immediate and is also
likely to have a lasting impact far into the future.
Collecting on patient self-pay
accounts has become an even
more daunting challenge for
1 in 5 healthcare providers
hospitals and health systems,
have overhauled their patient collections
especially ones who rely solely
strategy due to COVID-19 impact.1
on internal resources. A recent
report from the Healthcare
Financial Management
Association (HFMA) indicates
that the impact of COVID-19
has caused nearly one in five
healthcare providers to overhaul their patient collections strategy.1

The Revenue Impact of Patient
Self-Pay

HFMA’s report detailed the results of a survey that indicated 88% of healthcare
finance professionals said that COVID-19 has impacted their approach to
patient collections in some way, and 18% said the virus impacted their
approach in every way.1 Rick Gundling, senior vice president of healthcare
financial practices for HFMA, offered a bleak assessment of many patients’
current circumstances.
“Many patients were challenged to meet their healthcare financial
responsibilities prior to the arrival of COVID-19 due to high-deductible health
plans, in addition to all their other financial obligations,” Gundling said.
“Now, you add a nationwide pandemic, deep economic uncertainty, rapid job
losses and a sudden decline in healthcare coverage into the mix, and a larger
number of patients are overwhelmed, with some simply unable to meet their
responsibilities.”

The healthcare industry has been hit hard by the pandemic, and the American
Hospital Association (AHA) projected total COVID-related losses to hospitals
and health systems in 2020 due to the reduction in inpatient and outpatient
volumes to exceed $323 billion.3

Source: PYMNTS & Flywire, 2019

• Several factors contribute to patients’ difficult financial situations and
struggles to pay.

• Partners with comprehensive resources and a history of expertise can
achieve the best results now and into the future.

COVID-19 caused a dramatic surge in unemployment across the country, and
rates continue to be much higher than normal. Millions of Americans have
found themselves suddenly without insurance.
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HFMA indicates that many hospitals and health systems should pivot to a more
flexible approach to self-pay collections that prioritize an empathetic patient
relationship. “This patient-centered approach can help lay the foundation for
a long-term patient relationship that is positive,” Gundling said. According
to HFMA’s survey,1 many providers already have begun making changes to
accomplish that goal.

How providers are making changes for a more
patient-centered approach

70 %

Increased patient payment options

To help deal with today’s volatile market, hospitals and health systems need
a firm understanding of how self-pay claims are affecting their bottom line
and what’s an appropriate goal for profitability. For self-pay claims, collecting
on 100% of charges is the ideal, but it’s also understandably a difficult feat.
A good practice is to examine net collections (total charges less contractual
adjustments), which allows hospitals to accurately assess their ability to collect
on what they’re due. Net collections are calculated by dividing payments
received by total payments due, and the industry benchmark is 97%.6 An
experienced self-pay collections partner can help ensure hospitals don’t fall
below that standard.

Meanwhile, patients already have been bearing a much larger portion of the
financial burden for years, thanks in part to the proliferation of high-deductible
health plans. A 2018 report from the Kaiser Family Foundation reveals that
from 2006-2016, the average out-of-pocket costs for patients rose 54%. In that
same time period, patient payments toward deductibles increased 176%.2 This
precipitous increase in patient financial responsibility has made the already
challenging task of collecting from self-pay patients even more taxing on
provider administration.

meddata.com

Healthcare is perhaps the last major industry where the consumer does not
generally have access to what they owe and how they can pay for their services.
Creating a consumer-focused culture, one that emphasizes patient satisfaction
and still persistently pursues collections, can streamline your revenue cycle
process and ensure fast, full reimbursement.

A business-to-business commerce report from PYMNTS and Flywire indicates
the annual value of patient out-of-pocket medical expenses is estimated to be
$63.7 billion, of which roughly $7.5 billion goes uncollected each year.5 There
are numerous factors that contribute to this leakage, but the bottom line is
that’s a significant amount of cash being left on the table. And the sustained
surge in unemployment and increases in uninsured and self-pay patient
volumes could make things worse.

• Improve patient advocacy with a mix of compassionate education and
thorough processes.

Patients Feel Even More
Financial Burden in Today’s
Environment

When it comes to the modern patient, timing and tone can make a huge
impact – especially while many families struggle financially as COVID-19
continues to cause economic havoc. Despite any personal turmoil, today’s
patients still maintain power to choose where they get their care. They are
looking for the best value, convenience, and a better experience – one that
meets their specific needs regardless of healthcare’s current state of upheaval.

$7.5 billion of the estimated $63.7 billion
patient out-of-pocket expenses each year goes
uncollected.

When a bill for medical services is not entirely covered by insurance or other
payers, patients are responsible for paying the remainder and providers must
work with patients to collect. But patients often are confused about what’s
required of them and what options they have. It can be a frustrating time for
patients, especially if they’re unsure about what to pay, how to pay, or if they
have the means to pay.
Often in the aftermath of care, patients’ entire lives have changed and their
primary focus is on getting better. Healthcare providers must help make
patients’ lives easier for them at this time when they really need it. Patients
don’t have much energy to spend on deciphering complex medical bills
and navigating insurance bureaucracy. With a little help understanding their
financial responsibilities, they’ll have fewer worries as they concentrate on their
health.

A report from Kaufman Hall takes another look at the impact of the pandemic
on the state of healthcare – and self-pay has been significantly affected,
according to a survey of hospital executives and finance leaders. Survey
results show that 44% of respondents have seen an increase in percentages of
uninsured or self-pay patients since the beginning of the pandemic.4

Outsourcing to an experienced partner with comprehensive resources can help
providers improve patient engagement and drive better results amid today’s
turbulent business climate and beyond.

Key Takeaways

Compassionate Advocacy for
the Modern Patient

74 %

Adjusted bad debt placement timing
Delayed credit reporting
Increased efforts to identify unemployed,
under-insured, or uninsured patients

61 %
73 %
Source: HFMA COVID-19 2020 Survey

Consistent, compassionate, and honest communication is essential to
cultivating positive, long-term relationships with patients. Be up front with

meddata.com
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Customized Patient Experience Program
Redeﬁning the Patient Financial Experience

MedData’s Patient Experience solution eliminates the complexity surrounding patient balance resolution. The
integration of Flywire’s personalized digital payment experience with MedData’s expert patient advocacy program
results in happier patients and maximized collection efficiency. It ensures patients receive the financial support they
need - at any point in the revenue cycle.
MedData leverages machine learning, analytics, and digital channels to automate and customize the billing
experience to the patient’s preference. Meanwhile, patients needing additional assistance are connected directly to
our expert patient services team for fast, compassionate resolution.

Fast, frictionless payment experience, personalized to the patient.
Expert financial advocacy when it matters most.
Tailored Engagement

Coverage Screening

IVR), all content and offers are driven by each

screening for over 2000 programs

patient’s specific profile and preferences.

across all 50 states.

Online & Mobile

Faster Resolution

Leveraging all channels (Paper, Text, Email,

Real-time eligibility verification and

• Simplified patient self-service & payment

• 92% first call resolution

2x-3x

• Intelligent email & text alerts
• Direct integration with your system

• Speed to answer & hold times less than
one minute

Happier Patients
based on net
promoter score (NPS)

Payment Plan Optimization

Tailored offers that can be self-activated online

• ≤5% call abandonment rate

Industry-leading Call Center

• Internal SLAs far exceed industry standards.

or offline by the patient. Installment and term

• .01% patient complaint ratio

are qualified automatically.

• 4 year average Patient Service
Representative tenure

THE FINANCIAL IMPACT

PAYMENT
ACCELERATION

58% reduction in payment
plan length

INCREASED
COLLECTIONS

DECREASED
COST-TO-COLLECT

INCREASED
SELF-SERVICE

38% decrease in payment
plan default

50% reduction in billing
related phone calls

+70% average self-activated
payment plans

15% increase in cash
collections

20% reduction in statement
cost

+40% payments made via
mobile

MedData is a trusted partner providing technology-enabled revenue cycle management solutions:
Medicaid Eligibility & Enrollment - Patient Responsibility/Self-Pay - Complex Claims & AR Services

meddata.com

IN-HOUSE
CULTURE &
COMM.

A few years ago, a new building
was purchased as “home base” to
our call center. Turn over can be a
bit high at this office, so we wanted
to make the walls and building as
friendly and welcoming as possible.
These are just a few of the decals I
designed.

I helped design, create, and was a trained admin
on our first corporate intranet, “Pulse”.
Pulse won first place in the Innovation category at
ThoughtFarmer’s annual Best Intranet Awards due
to the unique ways we found to incorporate Pulse
into our daily workflow.

2018 MVV Launch
Vision

MedData will be the leading champion for patients and their financial
responsibilities by treating them with the same care as their doctor.
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One of the keys to our success is our pledge to
uphold a common set of principles.
Our values are
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deeply rooted in our mission,

so always keep them fresh in your mind as you

make decisions, build relationships, and strive toward
achieving our vision.

Your actions will bring our values to life, and I’m
excited to see how we all work together to help this
company – and each other – continue to grow.
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Emily Fisher
President

phone holder

Our Values are Deeply Rooted in our Mission:
Make a difference in the lives of others.

postcard

rig
to do the time.
every

lanyard

poster

mousepad

letterhead

desktops

In 2018, we gained a new
President and with the goal
to “freshen” up morale, a new
Mission, Vision, and Values were
released. We compiled a few
small items that were sent (as a
surprise) to employees homes.
The posters, letterheads, and
desktops were used within the
offices.

Awarded on This Day

Awarded on This Day

CERTIFICATE

CERTIFICATE

You’re awesome. We noticed!

You’re awesome. We noticed!

of KUDOS

of KUDOS

2020

Thanks for Being Great

Thanks for Being Great

Presented By

Presented By

Awarded on This Day

Awarded on This Day

2020

Speaking of morale
boosts, our corporate
call center located in
Grand Rapids always
needed a little pizazz.
They organized a small
committee of managers,
and I helped them launch
a “Kudos” program, where
people could earn little
buttons or “flair” by going
out of their way and doing
nice things for others. Each
year, we refreshed designs
and certificates to keep
cubicles looking fresh,
and for bragging rights, of
course.
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MARKETING QUALIFIED LEADS

120

I designed the monthly dashboard the
marketing department used to exhibit
our leads, RFP success and digital
interaction stats.
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5

3

8

Nurture

2

0

4

3

2

Opportunity

1

10

5

10

3

Spectrum Health

Disqualified

3

10

0

4

3

Texas Children's Hospital

PR

Total

68

40

18

23

17

Texas Medical Association

Coding and Billing

5
TPL/WC

1/7/19
2/6/19

500 K

Clay Norris

Wake Forest

Duet

2/14/19

175 K

Phil Feldstein

Southeast Health Hospital

PR

2/18/19

UMC So. Nevada

PR

2/19/19

UHS

Coding

2/19/19

AUG

Kaiser Permanente
Hartford Health

UT31
Southwestern

7

SERVICES

SUB.

1

SEO/Website

Users:
13,291 (+12%)
Search Impressions:
198,000 (-2%)

0

Jason Bird

12/12/18

1

Jason Bird/Brooke
Harris

12/21/18

Helen Raines/Steve
Baza

2 Total MQL

Trade Show/Events
NAME

2019 HFMA Region 8 MidAmerica Summer Institute

Emails

AUDIENCE

ATTEND.

BADGE
SCANS

MQL’S

Multi Specialty

200

17

2

0

Eligibility

6

2

1

1

2

OneTouch

2

0

1

1

0
1

0

1

1

David Cartier

Cancelled

RFP pulled

3.3 M

Clay Norris

Won

Total

27

2

12

9

4

Clay Norris

Submitted

5M

Clay Norris

Submitted

Michelle/Julie

Lost

David/Robin

Submitted
Lost

Tim Sullivan

WIN Rate 13%
Group decided to continue relationship with
current vendor.

5/23/19
3.5 M

Matt Cardon

Submitted

Selected for finalist presentation 7/8/19

450 K

Tim Sullivan

Lost

Price

UW Medical

OOS

6/14/19

1M

Clay Norris

6/28/19

9/30/19

200 K

7/10/19

9/20/19

1.8M

4.5 M

2 Total MQLLost

Phil Feldstein

11,894
Matt Cardon
Amelia Dial
2,579
Clay Norris

2,183
Ron Watson
1,587
Steve Baza
1,391
Ron Watson
1,250
Tim Sullivan
Robin Beeman
1,203
843
708
703

-1%

21%

-2%
-5%
2%
62%
-7%
7%
2%
7%

2

0

C&B

8

0

3

5

0

Submitted

Eligibility

10

3

1

6

0

Submitted

OneTouch

Lost

2

0

0

2

0

PR

Submitted

Submitted
Submitted
Submitted
Submitted
Submitted

SENT

OPENS

CLICKS

MQL’S

Emergency Medicine

N

Critical Care

85

10

4

-

2019 Secondary Elig/Safety Net Campaign Send 3

Multi-Specialty

N

Outstationed Worker/SafetyNet

777

81

58

-

8/21

2019 Secondary Elig/Safety Net Campaign Send 4

Multi-Specialty

N

Case Study - InterMountain

768

95

71

1
-

8/22

SE Ed Email Campaign - Send 5

Emergency Medicine

N

MVV

79

8

2

8/23

NE Sales Dev Campaign

Hospitalists

N

Eligibility/AAHAM Conferences

595

47

37

-

8/29

NE Sales Dev Campaign

Hospitalits

Y

MD AAHAM Conference

258

17

7

-

Pend. Submitted

2

CONTENT

8/8

Total Won Lost

0

CONFERENCE
EMAIL?

SE Ed Email Campaign - Send 4

Type

4

AUDIENCE

8/8

Proposal Summary

Price

AR

1 Total MQL
EMAIL

1

0

/careers/
AmeriHealth
Disability
7/29/19
11/30/19
/blog/2017/10/26/medical-billing-statistics/
WellStar
TPL/Elig
7/23/19
8/30/19
3M
/about-us/
ECMCC
TPL/WC
8/9/19
11/30/19
1M
/blog/2017/10/12/healthcare-revenue-cycle-management-101University of Toledo
Elig
8/15/19
10/31/19
450 M
Spectrum Health
Elig
8/12/19
9/30/19
1.5 M
/contact-us/client-services
/financial-assistance-medical-bills/
/contact-us/patient-services
/patient-financial-solutions/medical-eligibility-enrollment-

Contact Sales Submissions: 29 (-6%)

1

2

6/13/19

9/30/19

0

TPL

6/12/19

11/29/19

2

Coder certifications? Points deducted.

Coding

7/28/19

0

Duet

Lost

Elig

8/9/19

1

Clay Norris

TPL

OOS

3

75 K

Children's Hospital of Atlanta

PR

0

3

Broward Health

UW Medical

0

4

5

Optum360

PR

1

C&B

0

350 K

8/30/19

1

9

12/26/19

10/31/19

0

PR

2.1 M

5/17/19

2

Implementation and price. Lost to CMRE Financial

11/19/19

PR

Lost
TOTAL

Pend. Submitted

AR

Lost

3/20/19
4/5/19

Cancelled
209
Lost

Clay Norris

Total Won Lost

Amelia Dial

Coding

4/10/19

Price

RFP Activity Summary
Type

2M

Alaska Native Medical Center

PR

27
Lost

Price and approach offered by incumbent

Staffing misconception

3/12/19

Billing and Coding

34
Lost

NOTES

Lost

3/15/19

Carris Health

Lost

Clay Norris

Billing

Opya

Tim Sullivan

500 K

Eligibility

UMC So. Nevada
/contact-us/

Pages Per Session: 1.73 (1%)

Clicks to Site:
9.6K (+34%)

2.3 M

Kaleida

home/
Optum360

Bounce Rate: 45.98% (0%) 45.98

67
RESULT
Won
22

POINT

10/31/18

TopUHSMedData.com Page
Visits
Duet

Other Interesting Statistics (all August):
Average Session Duration: 1:55 (0%)

VAL.

10/1/18

PR

MARKETING AUDIENCE

Sessions:
19,170 (+4%)

DECISION

Eligibility

BJC

University of Virginia

2019

DATE

PROSPECT

3

OCT

7

1

1

5

0

TPL

0

0

0

0

0

Total

31

4

7

20

0

WIN Rate 44%

IN-HOUSE
LOGOS

A.

B.

C.

Here are some sample of in-house branding
and logos I created. They needed to be
presented with our corporate logo, so fonts
and colors were chosen to work with preexisting branding.
A. The “excite team” was a team at our
Grand Rapids office, which planned events,
parties, and fitness challenges.
Pin this Plussy
on your chest for
confidence that
you’ll do your best!

B. “Ellie” is the first 30 days of leadership
training you go through as a new manager.
C. “Plussy” was actually an inside joke within
the Marketing Department, but he’s pretty
legendary as we used him quite often for
April Fools jokes.

TRADE
SHOW
BOOTHS

Here is a sample of trade show banners I dhave esigned. We had multiple
banners and designed them in a way they could be changed out, based on the
target market and services we were promoting at the exact show. This myriad
would be used in a 10x10 foot booth.

Here is a much larger booth design (20x20). These panels were back-lit, so high contrast was necessary
in the design. The bold colors and designed really made it stand out. I helped make all the decisions
from the physical booth design itself, all the way down to the style of photos we used. I chose the
“selfie” concept to show relate-ability and cut down on the cliche, overly formal hospital stock photos.
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Patient-Focused
Revenue Cycle Management

MedData is a leading national provider of revenue cycle management and

National reach. Local expertise.

patient financial lifecycle solutions, including billing, coding, collections, and
patient satisfaction.

Every specialty. Every healthcare provider type. Nationwide.

National presence, local expertise.

THIRD PARTY
LIABILITY

DISABILITY

ELIGIBILITY

OUT OF STATE
ELIGIBILITY

DENIALS

MedData is a tenured and trusted
national provider of technologyenabled healthcare management
solutions designed to engage
patients, empower physicians and
hospitals, and improve financial
outcomes throughout the entire
healthcare continuum.

The MedData Difference
• Dedicated to service
• Patient advocacy
• Innovative technology

VETERANS
ADMINISTRATION

PATIENT
RESPONSIBILITY
WORKERS’
COMPENSATION

• Comprehensive reporting and
analytics
Onsite at your facility and in the field,
MedData is the only company with
representatives able to guide your
patients along their financial path in all
50 states.

Full Service Coding & Billing

As a leader in local U.S. markets, we've designed our business processes to be
scalable. With coding and billing resources present at multiple locations, we have
the capability to handle all client needs and requests without interruption.

ollection

ustry-wide.

We've earned our place as an industry leader through proven results and
established protocols that work.

• Scalability of coding and billing resources at multiple locations to handle all
client needs without interruption.
• Auditing safeguards with the highest compliance standards.
• Focused audit requests to quickly identify trends and increase cash flow.

This is our corporate brochure where you can compare the “before”
(left) to the “after”(right). Before I was hired, projects were outsourced
to a third party marketing agency for design. When I came on board,
I was able to update the brand, as well as making sure everything was
legible and accurate (such as stock photos).

The Traditional Approach to Healthcare RCM
Built from the vendor perspective, rather
than the perspective of the patient
experience.
Patient provides the same information
time and time again to multiple vendors
Patient becomes
disengaged and slows
down process

OUT-OF-STATE

ELIGIBIL

ITY
MP

CO
WORKERS’

DISABILITY

Multiple vendors & handoffs
Time & resource inefficiencies
Missed revenue opportunities
Significant compliance risk

PATIENT
R

ESP.

Patient makes payment
when they shouldn’t

DENIALS

TPL

MedData OneTouch connects with
patients immediately after care and
comprehensively guides them along
their financial path.

OUR COMPREHENSIVE SOLUTION

The process pursues all Payor
Sources in the proper,
compliant order and
proactively finds
patient-friendly
ways to resolve
claims if patients are
responsible for an
outstanding balance.

9 One expedited and increased revenue stream

Patient
Experience

Revenue

9 One vendor
9 One consistent patient experience

9 One single touchpoint for patients

Compliance

Vendors/
Touchpoints

In order to assist with sales, the
marketing department would come
up with new ways to promote and
cross-promote our services. MedData
OneTouch was how we promoted our
third party eligibility services in a way
that was quick to comprehended, and
quick to grasp the benefits of bundling.

[Hospital Name]
Dear ______________________________________________,
There may be funds available to help pay your hospital bill. Southwest General Hospital is working with MedData to
help persons without health insurance find funding. This service is free to you.
Special Programs are available to those who meet certain eligibility requirements, such as patients who are:
• 18 years old or younger
• 65 years old or older
• Pregnant
• Disabled
• Families with low income and/or low resources
• Victims of a crime
• Eligible for a Qualified Health Plan through the Health Exchange
To find out if you qualify, please call us toll free at 1-866-534-6703 and provide your Account Number ______________
and Facility Number 402. The free service is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
We hope to be able to assist you.
Sincerely,
MedData

Estimado ____________________________________________________________,
Es posible que haya fondos disponibles para ayudar a pagar su factura médica. Southwest General Hospital
trabaja con MedData para ayudar a las personas sin seguro de salud encontrar financiación. Este servicio es gratuito
para usted.
La ayuda especial está disponible para aquellos que cumplen con ciertos requisitos de elegibilidad, como pacientes que
son:
• Menores de 19 años de edad
• Mayores de 65 años de edad
• Mujeres embarazadas
• Personas con discapacidad
• Familias con bajos ingresos y/o recursos
• Victimas de crimen
• Elegible para un Plan de salud calificados a través del Intercambio de Salud
Para averiguar si usted califica, llámenos gratis al 1-866-534-6703 y proporcione su Número de Cuenta______________
y el Numero Del Hospital 402. Este servicio gratuito está disponible 24 horas al día, 7 días a la semana.
Esperamos poder ayudarle.
Atentamente,
MedData

You may qualify for
assistance paying your
medical bills
There may be funds available to help pay
your hospital bill. [HOSPITAL NAME] is
working with MedData to help persons
without health insurance find funding. This
service is FREE to you. Special programs
are available to those who meet certain
eligibility requirements, such as patients
who are:
• 18 years old or younger
• 65 years old or older
• Pregnant
• Disabled
• In families with low income and/or
low resources
• Victims of a crime

To find out if you qualify,
simply call 1-866-534-6703
Everything you need for this easy-to-follow
process is available on the next page.

Call the Hotline
It’s Easy as 1-2-3!

1. You only need a few basics to get
started:
• Facility Number: [FACILITY NUMBER]
• Your Account Number:
• A phone number where you can be
reached.
2. Call the hotline: 1-866-534-6703
3. Answer a short series of “yes” or “no”
questions.
This free service is available 24 hours a day,
7 days a week.
If you are identified as potentially eligible,
one of our advocates will follow up within
48 business hours.
If you are found to be not eligible,
please contact [HOSPITAL NAME’S]
administrative office at [PHONE NUMBER]
for financial assistance.

MedData Local Contact
MedData Local Phone

This is “before” and “after for a disability
screener that would be used at hospitals
to determine if someone was eligible for
government assistance with their bills

WORKFLOW

All Self Pay
MedData
Flywire
MedData Patient Service Rep.

Segmentation/Analysis

• Balance, History, P2P, Rules
• Other Insurance?
• Previous Caid, Care, MVA, Disability?

• Shows other insurance(s)
• Shows previous financial assistance coverage (Caid, Care, Disability)
• Shows MVA, TPL
• High Balance Out Of Pocket (ER, IP)

• Income Shows Ability to Pay
• History of Payments
• Below Balance Threshold

Automated Patient Contact
(Text, Mobile, Print, IVR)

Pay in Full Statement

Patient Interaction

I created this flow chart to
show how flywire’s services
would work with our preexisting workflow. I worked
directly with associates at
flywire to create this chart,
as we were their first client of
this industry.

• Coverage Screening, Application, Visits
• Face to face, Phone, Letter, IVS, Mobile

Payment Plan Offer

$

Coverage Approved,
Billed, Resolved

Not Approved for
Other Coverage
In Person

No
Response

Payment in Full

$ or Payment Plan

Further OutreachPhone, IVR, etc.

Patient Wants to Talk to someone

Still no response?

Reaches
Patient

Payment in Full

$ or Payment Plan

Segmentation Rules

• Activate Plans, take payments
• Advocacy, if needed

• Assistance needed
• Advocacy to Full Resolution Payment

Payment in Full

Bad Debt

$ or Payment Plan

No Collection

Automated Patient Contact

Pay in Full
Statement

Payment Plan
Offer
Still no response?

Payment for

$ Full or Plan

Bad Debt

JUST FOR
FUN

Jelly donuts.

Cut costs, repair
your
, and discover
new
streams.

A/R resources.

Worn-out Spanx.
Aging.

Ain’t nobody got time
for
.

Cards Against Objections

Taking great care of
the
, every day and
in every way.

Bi-lingual.

Cards Against Objections
Cards Against Objections

Cards Against Objections

Cards Against Objections

Cards
Against
Objections

Cards Against Objections

Cards Against Objections

Cards Against Objections

Catching the attention of people at
trade shows can be challenging, so we
designed a few decks of this parody
game which caught people’s glance, and
also promised a few laughs.

P O R T F O L I O E X PA N S I O N PA C K
A few more designs, all freelance, that haven’t made it
to my site yet.

ENTIRE
BRAND

favicon

logo
Took this
photo

Designed
this call UI

Made these
custom
icons

I worked with Lumi’s web designer, who made this in site Webflow.
I provided custom graphics as needed, as well as provided creative
direction, suggestions, and even learned a bit of Webflow to help.

CASE
STUDIES

C AS E S TU DY

GYANT Front Door at OSF HealthCare
A review of Clare, the OSF care navigation assistant, over 6 months ( Jan. - June 2020)
About OSF HealthCare
– Integrated Health System
– Peoria, Illinois
– 14 hospitals
– 2,192 licensed beds
– Launched GYANT Front Door: December 2019
OSF HealthCare is an integrated health system owned and operated by The
Sisters of the Third Order of St. Francis, headquartered in Peoria, Illinois.
OSF HealthCare employs more than 23,600 Mission Partners at more than
350 locations, including 14 hospitals – nine acute care, four critical access
– with 2,192 licensed beds and two colleges of nursing throughout Illinois
and Michigan. The OSF HealthCare physician network employs more than
2,400 primary care, specialty and advanced practice providers.
Customer Goals
– Improve patient experience

– Increase access to care

– Improve patient satisfaction

– Address COVID-19

Challenge
In 2019, OSF HealthCare identified digital transformation as a
key strategic priority. The goals of this strategy include improving
patient experience and satisfaction, growing operating margin
and increasing the number of patients served. To achieve these
goals, OSF launched Saint Gabriel, a digital health hub designed to
improve access to care.
Saint Gabriel was founded with the following guiding principles:
– Single point of contact
– 24 x 7 x 365 care
– Consumer-friendly services
– Transparency
– Proactively identifying patients’ needs

Key Results over 6 months
9 35,100 COVID sessions
9 77% of patient requests handled by AI
9 8% web traffic utilization
9 $0.75 cost per session
9 1,374 new patients scheduled
9 64-second median session duration
105,000
12,620
1,374

When I started with GYANT, they had
undeveloped brand standards, so I created some
specifically for this literature. I designed the
graphics by taking screenshots of their AI from
my phone.

users
call hours saved
new patients scheduled

– Providing care where, when, and how patients prefer
– Equipping and empowering mission partners
– Managing capacity
In March 2020, COVID-19 presented a new challenge for OSF. Call center staff were overwhelmed as the
community looked to the health system for information, screening, and guidance on how to seek care.

gyant.com | osfhealthcare.org
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Vaccine

Vaccine

GYANT Vaccine guides patients along every step of the journey
Is your health system prepared for the vaccine?

Is your health system prepared for the vaccine?
• Overwhelmed call centers
• 24/7 Influx of patient inquiries

• Appointment scheduling demands
• Eligibility qualification requests

• Overwhelmed call centers

• Appointment scheduling demands

• 24/7 Influx of patient inquiries

• Eligibility qualification requests

GYANT Vaccine deploys as a white-labeled virtual assistant chatbot on

GYANT Vaccine deploys as a white-labeled virtual assistant on provider
websites, mobile apps, and patient portals, managing the patient journey
from initial inquiry to post-visit follow up. GYANT Vaccine is available
24/7, to relieve the burden of administrative staff, simplify the research
and appointment scheduling for consumers, and keep patients safe.

provider websites, mobile apps, and patient portals, managing the patient
journey from initial inquiry to the booster shot. GYANT Vaccine is available

24/7 to relieve the burden of administrative staff, simplify the research and
appointment scheduling for consumers, and keep patients safe.

Patients will be able to:

Patients will be able to:

1. Quickly learn about processes and options

1. Quickly learn about processes and options
2. Screen and assess prioritization

2. Screen and assess prioritization

3. Book appointments

3. Book appointments

4. Stay in touch with their providers
to schedule additional doses and
monitor for side effects

4. Stay in touch with their providers to schedule additional doses and
monitor for side effects

GYANT Vaccine guides patients along every step of their journey
Eligibility Screener & FAQs

Scheduling

GYANT Vaccine guides patients along every step of their journey
Eligibility Screener & FAQ

Outbound SMS Engagement

GYANT Vaccine anticipates patient needs and virtually guides them every
step of the way.
Automated
Engagement

9
9

Anticipate and capture patient demand by enabling queuing/sign-ups.
Keep patients informed with outbound messaging, regarding vaccine availability.

Fewer Inbound
Calls

9
9

Provide patients with a friendly, faster, self-service alternative to the call center.
Decrease call center volume with IVR redirect to virtual assistant.

Automated
Scheduling

9
9

Pre-qualify patients based on eligibility criteria as vaccine becomes available.
Streamline outbound scheduling calls by automating information intake.

Managed
Capacity

9
9

Build and manage pre-qualified list of patients that can be mobilized when eligible.
Self-serve FAQs along every step of the journey.

Solidified Patient
Trust and Loyalty

9
9

SMS follow up with patients to check on side effects.
Proactive booster reminder and scheduling.

1. Inbound handling

2. Administrative support

3. Outbound engagement

Redirect high inbound call volumes
to reduce burden on call center staff.

Collect screening responses to feed
into patient management workflows.

Outreach to targeted patient
segments.

• Vaccine FAQs

• Patient enrollment for outreach

• Broadcast SMS

• Eligibility screener

• Dashboard management of
enrolled patient status

• Booster reminder/appointment
scheduling

• Appointment scheduling

• Side effects monitoring

• IVR redirect to virtual assistant

GYANT Vaccine adapts to your changing requirements over the course of the
vaccine roll-out.

Volume doses
available

Outbound SMS Engagement

GYANT Vaccine anticipates patient needs and virtually guides them every
step of the way.
Fewer Inbound

Automated
Engagement

Calls

Features

Learn more by contacting sales@gyant.com or visiting gyant.com/vaccine

1. Inbound handling
• Vaccine FAQs

Potentially Limited Doses
Available

Large Number Doses Available

Continued Vaccination,
Shift to Routine Strategy

Automated

Scheduling

Managed
Capacity

Solidified Patient
Trust and Loyalty

What our customers say
“Our patients want the ability to communicate with us virtually, and
this has only heightened with the spread of COVID-19.”

Jennifer Junis

• Eligibility screener

Senior Vice President, Saint Gabriel Digital Health, OSF HealthCare

• IVR redirect to virtual assistant

“It’s helped to decrease call volume in our contact center. It’s

2. Administrative support

Features

Max

Scheduling

• Patient enrollment for outreach
• Dashboard management of enrolled
patient status
• Appointment scheduling

3. Outbound engagement
• Broadcast SMS

helped to decrease call volume into some of our urgent care clinics.
It’s helped decrease foot traffic and really offer the community a
complete sense of security.”

Abby Lotz

Vice President & Chief Nursing Officer at OSF Healthcare

“GYANT has been an incredible partner for collaboration. Their

expertise in user experience and patient-centric mentality makes

them the ideal match for our digital health initiatives. Together we’ve

made a tremendous impact by providing screening and triage for the
Intermountain communities, especially during the pandemic. We look

• Booster reminder/appointment

forward to the numerous projects we have ahead of us.”

Kevan Mabbutt

scheduling
• Side effects monitoring

Intermountain Healthcare’s Chief Consumer Officer

Projected short period of time
for when doses may be limited

(per month)

Trials only

PHASE 1

High risk/essential workers

PHASE 2

Critical populations

PHASE 3

General population

GYANT Vaccine virtually guides patients along their speciﬁc journeys.

Learn More Today

Contact sales@gyant.com or visit gyant.com/vaccine.

Learn more by contacting sales@gyant.com or visiting gyant.com/vaccine

Over the course of working with GYANT, they hired an agency to update their branding. I
worked with them to update their literature to match their new brand standards. This is the
same sales sheet, re-formatted.

